
  

  

ability  n.  
accept  v.    
action  n.   
take action    
alive  adj.   
as soon as possible      

aspect  n.    
attention  n.  -  -  
award  v.         

be able to (do sth)      
be in need of  v.  ...    
because of  prep.       
blank  n.    
boss  n.   
bracket  n.  (  )
brain  n.   
but  conj. -     -   
capacity  n.  -   -   
certain  adj.    
change  n.  
choice  n.   
have no choice     
committee  n.  
compare  v.   
competition  n.  -   -   
continue  v.    
correct  adj.   
decide v.    
decision  n.  
make a decision    
design  v.    

die  v.  
drink  n.  
education  n.  -  -   
effect  n.    
emotional  adj.   
get emotional   
encourage  v.    
enjoy  v.   ...  
entire  adj.    
especially  adv.    
etc. (et cetera) adv.   
event  n.    
exactly  adv.   
expect  v. )   (  
experience  v.    
experiment  n.   
do an experiment     
extra  adj.  
face v.   ]...    ...  [     
fact  n.    

all the facts   
fill in  phr v.   ]  [  
following  adj.  
form  n.  -  -   ] [  
freezer  n.  
full of          
get sth to work    (  )   
give up  phr v. ]  [    
government  n.   
grandpa  n.   ( )  
happen  v.     
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health  n.  -    -   

hold  v.  -    -   
hope  v. )   (  
important  adj.   
improve  v.      
include  v.   ...  
instructions  npl.   
interest  n.  
an interest in sth     
interested  adj.   
be interested in    ...    ...  
invite  v.   
involve  v.  -    -   ...  
involve yourself in sth           
item  n.  -   -    (  )  
keep  v.  -     - ( )   

Korea  n. )  (   
language learning     
look for  phr v.   ...  
lose  v.   
match  v.   (  )  (  )   
meaning n.   
meat  n.  
medical  adj.   
medical research    
missing  adj.  -    -  
modal  n.   ( ) 
mountain  n.  -  (  )  -  
object  n.  -   -   ( )  
observation  n.  
keep sb under observation        
occur  v.      
offer  n.  
operation  n.   
or  conj.  -      -  
organize  v.  -    -   
part  n.    

partner  n.  -    -  
people  n.  -   -   
personal  adj.  
power  n.   
prize  n.  
process BrE  v.    
program n.  
reason  n.   
research  n.    
do research into sth      
review  n.   
serious  adj.   
sing  v.   
singing  n.   
smoking  n.   

spoil  v.   ]     [  
stop  v.  ]    ...  [  
stop doing sth        
subject  n.  -   -  ( )  
Sweden  n.   
take a walk     
tired  adj.  
get tired    
touch  v.    ...   
transfer  n.      
unemployment  n.   
until  conj.     
unusual  adj.  -  -  
village  n.   
vocabulary  n.  
voice  n.   [ ] 
war  n.  
western  adj.   
word  n.       
workshop  n.          
worse  adj.   
would like  v.    
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  :    
-       .       (    )   (   )    

 “What did he say?” “I don’t remember what he said.” »  » «   .    «  
         

- »be going to «         (   )       .  
  

  am / is / are going to  
  

.           (    ) He’s going to buy a car tomorrow.   

 .      .        )    ( Look at the cloudy sky. It’s going to rain. 

    :   
-                                

.     
 Turn down the radio. Turn the radio down. Turn it down. Turn down it.  .     /    

      ( )        

-          .                

 “Did you wait   for   Mina?” “Yes† I waited  for  her.” »   » «.    «  
              

  

 :             .        
   put on) (turn on        (up – off – down – back – apart – aside –  away)   

.     
call / wake / pick / look / turn up – take / turn off – turn down – give back – take apart – put aside – take / throw away 

-   :           

consist / think  / full / tired / aware / afraid / ashamed of – look / wait / responsible / sorry for  

insist / rely / concentrate / depend on – talk / speak / angry with – interested in – different from  

listen / talk / speak / similar to – talk / think / worry / careful / sorry about – look at – look after 

  :  
-           .           »  «.  

  

    ( )      
  

           .  table. wooden French white round old small cheap I sold a   
                 

- )  ing  (                .  
  )ed (       (   )       (   )   .  

 The children are amused because the cartoon is amusing.         .  
             

:         ( )        ( )         .    
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1.  The word “……….” means “something that you do”. 
1) fact 2) action 3) attention 4) value 

2.  One part of a problem† subject† etc. is called a(n) ………. . 
1) aspect 2) research 3) effect 4) object 

3.  “……….” is the ability to do† experience† or understand something. 
1) Observation 2) Event 3) Capacity 4) Experiment 

4.  The word “……….” is defined as the right to choose between two or more things. 
1) goal 2) fact 3) action 4) choice 

5.  A change that happens because of something is a/an ………. . 
1) degree 2) effect 3) choice 4) emotion 

6.  His ………. for learning languages surprised me. 
1) capacity 2) distance 3) detail 4) event 

7.  He had no ………. but to accept their offer. 
1) attention 2) choice 3) function 4) research 

8.  My sister’s wedding was a big ………. for our family. 
1) document 2) experiment 3) design 4) event 

9.  No decision will be made until we know all the ………. . 
1) scenes 2) migrations 3) facts 4) hobbies 

10.  There was a small round ………. on the table. 
1) object 2) degree 3) example 4) habit 

11.  Something that happens† especially something important or unusual is a/an ………. . 
1) event 2) aspect 3) discussion 4) competition 

12.  A(n) ………. is something that you know has happened or is true. 
1) event 2) fact 3) effect 4) detail 

13.  A thing that you can see or touch but that is usually not alive is called a(n) ………. . 
1) value 2) passage 3) object 4) observation 

14.  The process of watching something or someone carefully for a period of time is ………. . 
1) observation 2) information 3) competition 4) celebration 

15.  ………. is a careful study of a subject to discover new facts. 
1) Laboratory 2) Invention 3) Research 4) Capacity 

16.  We must take ………. before the problem gets worse. 
1) action 2) instance 3) purpose 4) accident 

17.  Spelling is one of the most difficult ………. of learning English. 
1) services 2) objects 3) aspects 4) periods 

18.  The doctor wants to keep him under ………. for a week. 
1) information 2) importance 3) observation 4) program 

19.  They are doing …….… into the effects of smoking on people’s health. 
1) behavior 2) research 3) entertainment 4) influence 

20.  His problems had a bad ………. on his health. 
1) mystery 2) guidance 3) education 4) effect 
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21.  The committee has decided to ………. this year’s competitions in Sweden. 
1) compare 2) increase 3) hold 4) produce 

22.  I’ll invite people if you can ………. food and drinks. 
1) organize 2) create 3) recall 4) prevent 

23.  Computers have given banks the power to ………. millions of transfers a day. 
1) process 2) invent 3) refuse 4) occur 

24.  Parents should ………. themselves in their child’s education. 
1) decrease 2) forbid 3) design 4) involve 

25.  His health has ………. a lot since the operation. 
1) struggled 2) improved 3) practiced 4) researched 

26.  Nobody knows exactly what ………. on the night William died. 
1) continued 2) promised 3) occurred 4) developed 

27.  The car was ………. and built in Korea. 
1) designed 2) followed 3) avoided 4) behaved 

28.  Today’s program will ………. a workshop on language learning games. 
1) imagine 2) employ 3) include 4) produce 

29.  They are doing experiments to see the ………. of smoking on the brain. 
1) emotions 2) effects 3) reasons 4) averages 

30.  We need more information before we make a/an ………. . 
1) decision 2) appointment 3) population 4) celebration 

31.  She was awarded the prize for her work in medical ………. . 
1) increase 2) danger 3) research 4) accident 

32.  Unemployment is a problem that many Western ………. continue to face. 
1) developments 2) governments 3) documents 4) experiments 

33.  I can’t get the computer to work and I’ve lost the ………. . 
1) instructions 2) experiments 3) decisions 4) destinations 

34.  Grandpa gets very ………. when he talks about the war. 
1) personal 2) regular 3) physical 4) emotional 

35.  For certain personal ………. I’ll not be able to come. 
1) objects 2) reasons 3) distances 4) passengers 

36.  I hope Mike is ………. about giving up smoking. 
1) polite 2) silent 3) serious 4) unusual 

  
  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    
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37.  There is still not much ......... like movie theaters for young people in some small towns. (   94 ) 

1) employment 2) entertainment 3) connection 4) environment 
38.  Muslims always ......... their shoes before entering a mosque or other holy places. (   94 ) 

1) take off 2) turn off 3) make up 4) call up 
39.  In my opinion† the climbing of Mount Everest was an excellent example of human ......... . (   94 ) 

1) device 2) celebration 3) mystery 4) endeavor 
40.  I am sure this is an event that will ......... in your mind for quite a long time. (   94 ) 

1) stick 2) insist 3) bother 4) educate 
41.  Reza is not happy with his income† so he is ......... a new job in a larger city. (   94 ) 

1) turning on 2) turning up 3) looking for  4) looking after 
42.  Scientists are ......... research into the effects of smoking on brain damage. (   94 ) 

1) making  2) acting 3) taking 4) doing 
43.  Fortunately† people have become much more ......... the need to exercise more regularly. (     94 ) 

1) responsible for 2) ashamed of 3) conscious of  4) worried about 
44.  It was really hot† so the children ......... their clothes and jumped into the river in order to swim. (     94 ) 

1) looked for  2) picked up 3) turned on 4) took off 
45.  The president has been fully ……… the recent advances. (   93 ) 

1) compared with 2) insisted on 3) switched over 4) informed of 
46.  Do you know how to ……… the heating system? (   93 ) 

1) include 2) operate 3) permit 4) attract 
47.  The driver was ……… taken to hospital as he had been badly injured in the car accident. (   93 )) 

1) exactly 2) immediately  3) seriously   4) clearly 
48.  At my school almost everyone plays a sport. These sports ……… tennis† volleyball† and field hockey.  

1) wrestle   2) hold ( )    93  

 3) include 4) attract 
49.  At present 10†000 kilometers is the largest walking competition ……… in the Olympics. (     93 ) 

1) taken  2) held 3) brought 4) fought 
50.  A: “Did you know that Maria’s getting married?” B: “No† I didn’t. How ……… !” (   93 ) 

1) necessary 2) harmful 3) wonderful  4) probable 
51.  The success of the ……… depends on our controlling the conditions carefully. (   92 ) 

1) passage 2) experiment  3) member 4) influence 
52.  A good teacher should encourage the students to discover basic scientific ……… . (     92 ) 

1) facts 2) habits 3) goals 4) marks 
53.  The judges ……… equal points to both finalists.   )92(  

1) awarded 2) behaved 3) controlled 4) included 
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54.  I felt so much pain that I had to ……… the doctor in the middle of the night. (   92 ) 

1) worry about 2) call out  3) pick up 4) look after  
55.  The planet has several moons travelling around it† all moving in the same ……… . (     92 ) 

1) observation 2) direction 3) addition 4) instruction 
56.  I didn’t want to take my kid to work† but he ……… going with me. (   91 ) 

1) consisted of 2) waited for 3) helped out 4) insisted on 
57.  Mothers are often the ones who provide ……… support for the family. (     91 ) 

1) mild 2) natural 3) conscious 4) emotional 
58.  They were sad because they had lost all the games in the ……… . (   91 ) 

1) comparison 2) competition 3) celebration 4) transportation 
59.  What I eat for breakfast ……… a piece of bread and a little bit of cheese only. (   91 ) 

1) depends on 2) insists on 3) picks up 4) consists of 
60.  They made any ……… to find the solution to the problem.  (   91 ) 

1) endeavor 2) practice 3) instruction 4) aspect 
61.  I ……… to another seat because I couldn’t see the film. (   91 ) 

1) followed 2) handled 3) published 4) switched 
62.  They are still ……… the missing child.  (   90 ) 

1) calling up 2) giving back 3) searching for 4) making up  
63.  The teacher ……… the students into different groups for the exam.  (   90 ) 

1) removed 2) separated 3) permitted 4) followed 
64.  The place was awful; there was ……… and broken glass everywhere.  (   90 ) 

1) rubbish 2) bridge 3) plain 4) hobby 
65.  Can computers ……… different objects without any instructions?  (   89 ) 

1) design 2) inform 3) perform 4) produce 
66.  I want to go back to work if I can find somebody to ……… the children.  (   89 ) 

1) call up 2) call out 3) look for 4) look after 
67.  A knee injury ……… him from playing football.  (   89 ) 

1) removed  2) prevented 3) performed 4) destroyed 
68.  We offered Mary a ride† but she ……… walking by herself.  (   88 ) 

1) insisted on 2) looked for 3) found out 4) took place 
69.  Now that the term is over† all the students are widely ……… about the holiday.  (   88 ) 

1) excited  2) bright  3) emotional  4) available 
70.  I have never had a good ……… for learning poems.  (   88 ) 

1) report 2) memory 3) hobby 4) influence 
71.  That man ……… stealing the money.  (   87 ) 

1) shouts 2) denies 3) informs 4) invited 
72.  Women are ……… from going out without a scarf in this country.  (   87 ) 

1) forbidden 2) organized 3) examined 4) migrated 
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73.  Students should make ………. to learn the different tasks of a computer.  (   87 ) 

1) instruction  2) operation  3) competition  4) endeavour  
74.  My son does not wear these clothes. He says they are not ……… these days.  (   86 ) 

1) forbidden 2) emotional 3) fashionable 4) painful 
75.  A thin flat piece of paper† metal† plastic† glass† etc. is called a ……… .  (   86 ) 

1) sheet 2) floor 3) layer 4) shelf 
76.  People’s ………. usually becomes weak as they grow older. (   85 ) 

1) endeavour 2) interest 3) feeling 4) eyesight 
77.  He has ………. a decision to go to college to continue his studies. (   85 ) 

1) gotten 2) made 3) taken 4) done 
78.  The law ………. people to sell cigarettes to anyone under the age of 16. (   85 ) 

1) refuses 2) forbids 3) follows 4) recalls 

    ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    
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79.  “Why did he leave home last night?” “I don’t know why ………. home.” 
1) he leaves 2) did he leave 3) dose he leave 4) he left 

80.  I can now understand how ………. his computer. 
1) does he fix 2) he fixed 3) he fix 4) did he fix 

81.  I would like to know when ………. her friend yesterday. 
1) she telephoned 2) did she telephone 3) she telephones 4) does she telephone 

82.  Meat ………. in a freezer or it will spoil. 
1) keep 2) kept 3) should kept 4) should be kept 

83.  The entire village ………. from their mountain home. 
1) can see 2) sees 3) can be seen 4) been seen 

84.  Your son has a good voice. His interest in singing ………. . 
1) encouraged 2) encourages 3) should be encouraged 4) had be encouraged 

85.  Mary isn’t interested in ………. for a new job. 
1) looking  2) to look 3) look 4) looks 

86.  When Bob got tired† he stopped ………. . 
1) work 2) to work 3) working 4) be worked 

87.  I enjoy ………. a long walk every morning. 
1) to take 2) taking 3) take 4) be taken 

88.  Fred didn’t have any money† so he decided ………. a job. 
1) found 2) find 3) finding 4) to find 

89.  My boss expects me ………. this job as soon as possible. 
1) to finish 2) finish 3) finished 4) finishing 

  
  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    

  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................    
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90.  Our neighbor’s big dog is very ......... and my little girl is usually ......... when she sees it. (   94 ) 

1) frightened – frightened  2) frightened – frightening 
3) frightening – frightening  4) frightening – frightened 

91.  The new high-quality models of sunglasses are going to ......... in our factory next year. (   94 ) 

1) be produced 2) be producing 3) produced 4) produce 
92.  Simin told her brother ......... the radio while she was doing her homework. (   94 ) 

1) don’t turn on 2) not to turn on 3) not turning on  4) he does not turn on 
93.  A: “Can I help you?” B: “Yes† I’m looking for a ......... dress for my daughter.” (   94 ) 

1) small† pink† cotton  2) small† cotton† pink 
3) pink† small† cotton  4) cotton† small† pink 

94.  This is a very difficult question† so it cannot ......... so easily within a short time. (   94 ) 

1) answer  2) be answered 3) to be answered 4) have answered 
95.  What did you say to your friend when he asked where ……… ? (   93 ) 

1) you had spent your weekend 2) had your weekend been spent 
3) your weekend did you spend 4) did you spend your weekend 

96.  My bike ……… ! I’m going to call the police. (   93 ) 

1) stole  2) was stealing  3) has been stolen  4) was being stolen   
97.  The dishes ……… yet. Could you please wash them up?   )92(  

1) have been not washed  2) have not been washed  
3) had not been washed  4) are not been washed 

98.  He has recently bought a ……… car. (   91 ) 

1) white beautiful Japanese big 2) beautiful white big Japanese 
3) beautiful big white Japanese 4) Japanese big beautiful  

99.  “Do you remember what ………?” “Yes† I do.” (   87 ) 

1) the teacher says 2) the teacher said 3) did the teacher say 4) does the teacher say  
100. Why are you so sad? Is your life really ………? (   86  85 ) 

1) boring 2) bored 3) bores 4) so bored 
101. All the food ……… before we got to the picnic. (   86 ) 

1) has eaten 2) had eaten 3) has been eaten 4) had been eaten 
102. He said he didn’t need the job because he ……… a better one before. (   86 ) 

1) has offered 2) had offered 3) has been offered 4) had been offered 
103. Do you know ………? (   85 ) 

1) where John lives  2) where lives John 
3) John lives where  4) where does John live 

104. Ronald works very hard. It’s not ……… that he is always tired. (   85 ) 

 1) surprisingly 2) surprising 3) surprised 4) surprise 


